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Executive Summary
This analysis estimates the economic impact of New Mexico’s Renewable Energy Production Tax
Credit (REPTC). The REPTC, originally implemented in 2003, is a credit against New Mexico
personal or corporate income tax that is available to companies that produce electricity from
renewable resources for commercial sale. Although a variety of renewable resources qualify for the
REPTC, all current recipients are either solar installations or wind farms.
A total of $120 million in Renewable Energy Production Tax Credits have been claimed over the
past 13 years. During that time, New Mexico has made significant progress in developing its wind
and solar power capacity, gaining 13 commercial wind facilities with nameplate capacity of 1.1
gigawatts and 46 solar photovoltaic (PV) facilities with nameplate capacity of 452 megawatts.1
Also during that time, REPTC-certified power producers have spent over $1 billion in New Mexico
to construct, equip, operate, and maintain 31 generation facilities. Expenditures by REPTC-certified
power producers have supported 11,771 full and part time jobs, $611 million in employee
compensation, and $1.6 billion in economic activity statewide.
Our analysis finds that for every $1 in state tax expenditure, REPTC-certified projects generated
over $5 in labor income. These results are fairly consistent with those of a similar analysis
conducted by other independent consultants in 2014.
The results presented in this report cannot be attributed to the REPTC alone. REPTC is one of
many factors, including New Mexico’s Renewable Portfolio Standard, that help to determine when
and where renewable generation facilities will be developed. The availability of the REPTC may
have been the deciding factor for some projects, while others may have progressed without the
credit. Therefore, the economic impact can only be attributed to total investment in REPTCcertified projects.
These economic impacts have generated state and local tax revenue totaling $74.6 million and
averaging $6.8 million annually.
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Background
O’Donnell Economics and Strategy was retained to estimate the economic impact of New Mexico’s
Renewable Energy Production Tax Credit (REPTC). A similar analysis, conducted by HDR
Engineering in 2014 and released in 2015, assessed the credit’s impact from 2003 to 2012.2 The
HDR study found that expenditures by REPTC- certified electricity generators catalyzed the
creation of over 9,000 jobs in New Mexico and that the income provided by these jobs exceeded
the credit’s fiscal impact by several fold. The objective of the present analysis is to confirm the
previous results and provide an updated analysis incorporating data from 2013 through 2016.

THE RENEWABLE ENERGY PRODUCTION TAX CREDIT
The Renewable Energy Production Tax Credit1 is a credit against New Mexico personal or
corporate income tax available to certain producers of electricity from solar thermal, photovoltaic,
wind, geothermal, or biomass resources.
To qualify for the credit, electricity must be produced for third-party sale, electricity production
must begin before January 1, 2018, and producers must receive certification from the New Mexico
Depart of Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources (EMNRD). The REPTC is good for ten
consecutive years, beginning on the date the qualified energy generator begins producing electricity.
The credit for electricity derived from wind or biomass is equal to one cent per kilowatt!hour up to
400,000 megawatt!hours annually. To limit state fiscal impact, the aggregate credit for all wind or
biomass projects is capped at 2 million megawatt!hours or $20 million annually.
The credit for PV or solar thermal electricity phases in from one and a half cents per kilowatt!hour in
year one, to four cents per kilowatt!hour in year six, and then declines to two cents per kilowatt!hour
at year 10. The average yearly credit is $0.0275 per kilowatt!hour. Individual credits are capped at
200,000 megawatt!hours annually. The aggregate cap for all solar projects is set at 500,000 megawatt!
hours. Aggregate credits can range from $7.5 to $20 million; but average $13.75 million annually.
For energy generators who were certified before October 2007, REPTC is non-refundable, but it
can be carried forward five years. Non-refundable credits not utilized within the carry-forward
period are forfeited. Taxpayers who were certified after October 2007 may claim any credits in
excess of liabilities as a refund. Because the first solar facility was certified in 2010, all solar credits
are refundable, but a substantial amount of carried-forward wind credits remain outstanding.
The aggregate caps for creditable generation are met by both wind and solar producers every year.
The program is operated on a first-come, first-served basis and there is a growing backlog of
qualified solar and wind producers for whom no credits are currently available. Because producers
can take the credit for ten consecutive years, space in the program opens up very slowly and
qualified producers may wait for two or more years before being certified to receive credits.

1

7!2!18.18 and 7!2A!19 NMSA 1978 and 3-13-19.1 through 3.13.19.15 NMAC
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The REPTC is one of several incentives offered by the State of New Mexico for the production of
power from renewable sources. Production tax credits like the REPTC encourage the
development of renewable energy projects by offsetting the cost of scaling up production in the
project’s early years. New Mexico began a concerted effort to foster the growth of the renewable
energy industry in the early 2000s. Since then, producers of electricity from renewable resources in
New Mexico have installed over a gigawatt (GW) of wind capacity and brought over 452
megawatts (MW) of solar power online,
As the state’s renewable generation capacity has grown, so too have REPTC expenditures; but
despite meeting the production cap each year, actual tax expenditures remain well below their
maximum possible levels. This is likely due to the carry-forward of non-refundable wind energy
credits.
Since 2006, annual tax expenditures have ranged from a low of $3.3 million in 2010 to high of
$16.8 million in 2009. Since implementation, credits totaling roughly $120 million have been
claimed.

RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION IN NEW MEXICO
Table 1 shows New Mexico wind facilities that have qualified for the REPTC. The top-most, “Post
Eligible” entries are facilities that have completed their 10-year term of credit eligibility. “Certified”
facilities are currently receiving the credit and “Waiting List” facilities have met the requirements of
the REPTC, but, due to the annual cap on aggregate credits, cannot currently apply for or claim it.
Currently, nine facilities with a combined nameplate capacity of 615 MW are receiving the credit
and seven facilities with a combined nameplate capacity of 1,023 MW are on the waiting list.
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!Table!1:!REPTC!Wind!Facility!Queue,!December!6,!2016!
Name!of!Energy!Generator!
Annual!Production!
!! Facility!
Capacity!(MW)! Eligibility!(MWh)!
Date!Certified!
N.M.(Wind(Energy(Center(
(204((
(400,000((
11/9/04(
Caprock(Wind(Ranch(
(80((
(316,600((
9/15/05(
San(Juan(Mesa(Wind(Project(
(120((
(400,000((
9/20/06(
Aragonne(Wind(Facility(
(90((
(275,861((
4/13/07(
Total!Post!Eligible!
!494!!
!1,392,461!! ((
High(Lonesome(Mesa(Wind(Ranch(
(100((
(309,976((
11/4/09(
Red(Mesa(Wind(Energy(Center(
(102((
(297,009((
2/24/12(
Macho(Springs(I(Wind(Power(
(50((
(124,016((
9/1/13(
Wildcat(Wind,(LLC(
(27((
(93,798((
5/19/14(
Broadview(Energy(Prime(
(10((
(37,820((
5/19/14(
Broadview(Energy(Prime(II(
(10((
(37,435((
5/19/14(
Anderson(Wind(Project(
(15((
(52,560((
12/31/14(
Roosevelt(Wind(Project,(LLC(
(250((
(400,000((
1/22/16(
MILO(Wind(Project(
(50((
(215,400((
4/21/16(
Total!Certified!
!615!!
!1,568,014!! ((
El(Cabo(A(Iberdrola(Renewables(
(278((
(400,000(( AA(
Broadview(Energy,(JN(
(172((
(400,000(( AA(
Broadview(Energy,(KW(
(126((
(400,000(( AA(
Grady(Wind(Energy(Center(
(117((
(400,000(( AA(
AEM(Wind,(LLC(
(30((
(147,853(( AA(
La(Joya(Wind(Project(
(250((
(400,000(( AA(
Taiban(Mesa(Wind(
(50((
(225,607(( AA(
Total!Waiting!List!
!1,023!!
!2,373,460!! ((
Source:((New(Mexico(Energy,(Minerals,(and(Natural(Resources(Department.((February(14,(2017(

Table 2 shows New Mexico solar facilities that have qualified for the REPTC. Because the solar
credit was implemented in 2010, there are no “post eligible” facilities as there were for wind.
“Certified” facilities are currently receiving the credit and “waiting list” facilities have met the
requirements of the REPTC, but, due to the annual cap on aggregate credits, cannot currently apply
for or claim it. Currently, 18 facilities with a combined nameplate capacity of 201 MW are receiving
the credit and 37 facilities with a combined nameplate capacity of 1,103 MW are on the waiting list.
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Table!2:!REPTC!Solar!Facility!Queue,!December!6,!2016!
!!
!Name!of!Energy!Generator!Facility!
!Capacity!(MW)!!
!Annual!Production! !Date!Certified!
(First(Solar(Cimarron(I((
(30((
(70,541((
12/27/10(
Eligibility!(MWh)!!
(Santa(Fe(Wastewater((
(1((
(2,493((
5/3/11(
(Hatch(Solar(Energy(Center(I((
(5((
(13,918((
10/18/11(
(Solar(Roadrunner((
(20((
(52,980((
12/28/11(
(Albuquerque(Academy((
(1((
(2,059((
3/10/11(
(SunE(SPS(1((Dollarhide)((
(11((
(22,589((
1/30/12(
(SunE(SPS(2((Jal)((
(11((
(22,589((
1/30/12(
(SunE(SPS(3((Lea)((
(11((
(22,589((
4/19/12(
(SunE(SPS(4((Monument)((
(11((
(22,589((
4/19/12(
(SunE(SPS(5((Hopi)((
(11((
(22,527((
1/30/12(
(Questa(((
(1((
(2,329((
1/30/12(
(SunE(EPE2,(LLC((Las(Cruces)((
(12((
(30,768((
6/21/12(
(SunE(EPE1,(LLC((Chaparral)((
(11((
(26,751((
11/26/12(
(Macho(Springs(II(Solar(Farm((
(49((
(149,592((
5/16/14(
(Taos(Community(Solar((
(2((
(2,897((
9/27/13(
(Los(Lunas(Solar(Energy(Center((
(5((
(11,388((
2/20/12(
(Deming(Solar(Energy(Center((
(5((
(11,388((
2/20/12(
(Alamogordo(Solar(Energy(Center((
(5((
(10,013((
2/20/12(
!Certified!Total!!
!201!!
!500,000!!
(
(Las(Vegas(Solar(Energy(Center((
(5((
(11,388((
(AA((
(Albuquerque(Solar(Energy(Center((
(2((
(4,555((
(AA((
(Taos(Solar(Energy(Facility((
(2((
(3,383((
(AA((
(Deming(Solar(Energy(Center(Expansion((
(4((
(9,209((
(AA((
(Los(Lunas(Solar(Energy(Center(Expansion((
(2((
(4,539((
(AA((
(Manzano(Solar(Energy(Center((
(8((
(18,157((
(AA((
(Otero(County(Solar(Energy(Center((
(8((
(17,269((
(AA((
(New(Mexico(Green(Initiatives((
(3((
(5,145((
(AA((
(Green(States(Energy,(Inc.((
(3((
(4,363((
(AA((
(Meadow(Lake(Solar(((
(9((
(25,914((
(AA((
(Sandoval(County(Solar((
(6((
(16,830((
(AA((
(Emcore(Solar(New(Mexico((
(2((
(2,451((
(AA((
(Cibola(County(Solar((
(8((
(21,318((
(AA((
(Roswell(Solar((
(70((
(200,000((
(AA((
(Aragonne(Solar,(LLC((
(40((
(113,457((
(AA((
(Caprock(Solar(1((
(25((
(69,254((
(AA((
(Caprock(Solar(2((
(30((
(83,105((
(AA((
(Chaves(County(Solar((
(70((
(200,000((
(AA((
(Loving(Solar((
(10((
(28,705((
(AA((
(Ochoa(Solar((
(10((
(29,315((
(AA((
(Bluestem(Solar((
(10((
(28,700((
(AA((
(Cooper(Ranch(Solar((
(10((
(29,157((
(AA((
(Livingston(Ridge((
(10((
(28,816((
(AA((
(Strata(Solar((
(10((
(27,924((
(AA((
(Wood(Draw(Solar((
(10((
(28,936((
(AA((
(Whitten(Solar(Project((
(99((
(200,000((
(AA((
(Estrella(Solar(Energy(Center((
(10((
(28,871((
(AA((
(South(Valley(Solar(Energy(Center((
(10((
(28,583((
(AA((
(Santa(Fe(Solar(Energy(Center((
(10((
(26,878((
(AA((
(Santolina(Solar(Energy(Center((
(11((
(30,178((
(AA((
(Deming(Solar(Project((
(9((
(24,930((
(AA((
(High(Oasis(Solar(Project((
(100((
(200,000((
(AA((
(Lea(County(Solar((
(125((
(200,000((
(AA((
(Santa(Teresa(Solar((
(90((
(200,000((
(AA((
(Otero(County(Solar(Project((
(200((
(200,000((
(AA((
(TPE(Alta(Luna,(LLC((
(25((
(74,793((
(AA((
(Valencia(Solar((
(50((
(142,867((
(AA((
!Waiting!List!Total!!
!1,103!!
!2,368,990!! ((
(Source:((New(Mexico(Energy,(Minerals,(and(Natural(Resources(Department.((February(14,(2017(
((
((
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Previous(Analysis(and(Changes(Since(2012((
In February 2015, the New Mexico Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department released
an economic analysis of the REPTC prepared by an outside consultant. The study compared the
state revenue foregone as a result of the credit to the jobs and income produced by renewable
facilities certified under the REPTC. The study found that for every $0.14 in tax expenditure,
REPTC projects generated $1 in labor income.3
The EMNRD report covered the period from 2003 through 2012. Since then, three wind facilities
have completed their10-year eligibility period and exited the program, enabling three new wind
power generators to move up to the certified list from the waitlist. Also during that period, two
generators with a total of 50 MW of solar capacity were added to the list of certified solar facilities.
Since 2013, the wind waitlist has grown from four projects with a total of 1,247,733 MWh of annual
production eligibility to eight projects with 2,373,460 MWh of annual production eligibility and the
backlog of solar projects has increased from 16 projects with 155,134 MWh of annual production
eligibility to 36 projects with 2,368,990 MWh of annual production eligibility.
At the national level, “overnight” costs2 for onshore wind have decreased by approximately 25
percent since 2013, primarily due to reductions in the price of wind turbines. Overnight capital
costs for solar photovoltaic technologies have decreased by roughly two-thirds since 2013, also due
primarily to lower equipment prices.4

Methodology
The economic impact of REPTC-certified facilities is measured by inputting their expenditures into a
model of the New Mexico economy and observing the effect those expenditures have on
households, institutions, and other industrial sectors.

DATA
Data on certified REPTC facilities, including generation technology, nameplate generation capacity,
certification dates, eligible generation, and facility type were obtained from the New Mexico Energy,
Minerals, and Natural Resources Department.5
Information on the capital and operations and maintenance (O&M) costs of qualifying facilities was
compiled from a variety of sources, including the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA),
company public information, and the press. The EIA collects and reports actual construction costs
for all new electricity generators brought on-line since 2013.6

2

The term “overnight” refers to the estimated cost of a project assuming no interest was incurred during its
construction.
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Figure 2. Distribution of Base Plant Site Capital Costs, New Mexico 2016
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. Capital Cost Estimates for Utility Scale
Electricity Generating Plants. Nov 2016.

The EIA also publishes annual state-specific cost and performance estimates for utility-scale electric
generating plants.7 The EIA cost estimates disaggregate construction costs into five categories,
enabling expenditures on mechanical equipment such as wind turbines and photovoltaic modules,
most of which are made out of state, to be separated from the myriad in-state expenditures
including site preparation, construction services, engineering, construction management, electrical
interconnection costs, property taxes, operations, and maintenance (Table 3). Figure 2 shows the
EIA’s estimated breakdown of capital costs for representative solar PV and wind power generators
in 2016.

Table 3. 2016 New Mexico Renewable Energy Capital Cost Breakdown ($/KW)
Wind

PV

$204,909

$254,138

$1,279,237

$1,163,580

$160,784

$436,288

$67,436

$108,854

Fee and contingency

$130,084

$196,267

Owner costs

$110,551

$430,075

$1,953,000

2,591,000

Civil Structural Material and Installation
Mechanical Equipment Supply and Installation
Electrical / I&C Supply and Installation
Project Indirect Costs

Average cost per KW

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. Capital Cost Estimates for Utility Scale Electricity Generating Plants.
Nov 2016

Operations and maintenance (O&M) costs include lease payments to land owners, insurance, grid
access fees, and the costs of wages and materials associated with operating and maintaining the
facility. The EIA estimates that 2016 O&M for U.S.-utility scale wind installations averaged $39.7
kW-year.8 Operations and maintenance cost estimates for solar PV installations average around
$24/kW per year.9
The announcement of a utility-scale generation facility attracts press coverage. News reports and
press releases often include estimates of capital investment and employment impacts provided by
the firm. In addition, many generators apply for local government subsidies, such as industrial
revenue bonds, which typically require the applicant to forecast investments and expenditures. Data
compiled from these sources was used to cross-check EIA estimates.
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REPTC tax expenditures were compiled from data published in the annual New Mexico Tax
Expenditure report.

INPUT OUTPUT MODELING WITH IMPLAN®
The IMPLAN® On-line modeling system was used to estimate the impact of REPTC-certified wind
and solar generation facilities on the New Mexico economy. IMPLAN® is a widely used software
package and database for estimating regional economic impacts10 using input-output (I/O) analysis.
I/O analysis is based on the premise that regional economies are composed of interconnected
households, industries, and institutions. These sectors purchase output from each other and supply
inputs to each other in a complex web of interdependencies. A significant change to one sector
will therefore impact the many other sectors to which it is connected.
The initial change is called the "direct" effect. As the initial change ripples outward through the
regional economy, it produces "indirect" and “induced” effects.” Multipliers represent the
mathematical relationship between the initial change in one sector and the changes in employment,
income and productivity the initial change catalyzes in other sectors.
Direct effects represent the initial change to the industry in question.
Indirect effects result when the industries that supply the industry in question respond to
the change in demand by scaling output up or down.
Induced effects reflect changes in local spending due to changes in the income of people
employed in the directly and indirectly affected industry sectors.
REPTC-certified generators directly impact the regional economy when they invest in plant and
equipment and make expenditures on O&M. Their spending produces indirect impacts when supply
chain businesses increase employment to meet the increase in demand. Induced impacts result
when employees of the power producer and its vendors use their wages and salaries to purchase
goods and services in the regional economy.
New Mexico is a net exporter of electrical energy. The export of goods and services to out-of-state
customers is critical to development of the state’s economic base because it brings new revenue
into the state, producing a net increase in the size of the state economy. Unlike many of New
Mexico’s other economic base industries, including semiconductor manufacturing and the National
Laboratories, electricity generation draws revenue to rural communities, where it has a large relative
impact.
Capital investments were estimated by multiplying nameplate capacity by estimated average in-state
construction costs per kW capacity for the year in which each facility was constructed. Expenditures
on mechanical equipment, 95 percent of which were assumed to have been made out-of-state,11
were subtracted from total investment to isolate the share of capital investments that stayed in
New Mexico. In-state spending was then reduced by a two percent average effective gross receipts
tax rate, assumed to be embedded in the cost of construction and other professional services.12
The remaining expenditures were divided across industrial sectors in the IMPLAN® model based on
the division of costs in the EIA construction cost estimates.
Operations and maintenance expenditures were estimated by multiplying the nameplate capacity of
REPTC-certified wind and solar facilities by 2016 EIA estimates of average annual fixed O&M costs
per kW capacity -- $23.5 per kW for solar PV and $39.7 per kW for wind. All operations and
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maintenance expenditures were assumed to have been made in New Mexico, either through the
employment of New Mexicans or through the purchase of goods, services, and supplies from New
Mexico vendors.
Total in-state capital and O&M expenditures for the years 2005 through 2016, normalized to 2015
dollars, were entered into the IMPLAN® model of the New Mexico economy. Economic impacts
were also estimated using the capital and O&M multipliers estimated by HDR from their 2014
survey of REPTC-certified generators. The results of the two methodologies were compared and
found to be consistent.

Results
Between 2005 and 2016, capital expenditures by REPTC-certified power producers have supported
8,717 full- and part-time jobs, $427.7 million in employee compensation, and $1.2 billion in
economic activity in New Mexico (Table 4). Direct jobs created by capital investment support the
design, development, construction, and installation of wind and PV facilities during the construction
phase, which typically lasts less than one year. Construction includes roadwork, underground
cabling, pouring foundations, and erecting towers. Direct construction phase-jobs include
construction workers, heavy equipment and crane operators, electricians, and engineers. The
indirect jobs created by capital investment are primarily in construction industry supply chain
businesses.
Table 4. Wind & Solar Capital Expenditures
Employment (Jobs)
Labor Income ($1000)
Direct
5,122
$280.8 million
Indirect
1,580
$72.2 million
Induced
2,015
$74.7 million
Total
8,717
$427.7 million

Output ($1000)
$724.4 million
$208.3 million
$231 million
$1.2 billion

Source: IMPLAN-Online

Spending on O&M of REPTC-certified facilities has supported 3,054 jobs, $183 million in labor
income, and $403 million in economic output since the program’s inception (Table 5). The
operations phase of a wind or solar project, expected to last 20 to 30 years, supports far fewer
total jobs than the construction phase, but, unlike construction employment, which is short-term,
jobs in plant O&M are permanent.
Table 5. Wind & Solar Operations and Maintenance Expenditures
Employment (Jobs)
Labor Income ($1000)
Direct
1,785
$134 million

Output ($1000)
$255.8 million

Indirect

426

$17.1 million

$48.5 million

Induced

843
3,054

$31.9 million
$183 million

$99 million
$403.2 million

Total
Source: IMPLAN-Online

In total, expenditures by REPTC-certified power producers have supported the creation of 11,771
jobs and $611 million in labor income for New Mexicans. The credit has cost the state roughly
$120 million in foregone revenue. Each $1 in state funds expended on the REPTC has therefore
been associated with over $5 in additional income.
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Table 6. Wind and Solar, Total Cost, Summary Economic Impact
Wind
Solar
Employment
10,092
1,679
Labor Income ($1000)
$522.8 million
$87.8 million
Output ($1000)
$1.3 billion
$233.7 million

Total
11,771
$610.6 million
$1.6 billion

Source: IMPLAN-Online

Photovoltaic power stations and wind farms are capital-intensive and their construction is extremely
labor-intensive. In contrast, the facilities, once constructed, are fairly inexpensive to maintain and can
be operated by a small staff. The most powerful economic impacts of REPTC-certified facilities are
therefore realized during the relatively short construction and installation phase.
Between 2005 and 2016, REPTC-certified generation produced roughly $74.6 million in state and
local tax revenue (Table 7). Tax revenue impacts were estimated by applying a 9.9 percent annual
effective state and local tax rate to total labor income associated with REPTC-certified projects3 and
a two percent average effective gross receipts tax rate to in-state construction-related services.
Property taxes on the value of the generation facilities and compensating tax on the value of
mechanical equipment purchased outside of New Mexico are excluded from the estimate of fiscal
impact because many REPTC-certified projects are financed with Industrial Revenue Bonds (IRBs)
and thus exempt from property tax and compensating tax for up to 30 years. Mechanical
equipment purchased out-of-state is assumed to account for three quarters of capital costs for
REPTC-certified projects; and some certified generators remain liable for the state’s 5 percent tax
on goods purchased outside of New Mexico for use in New Mexico. Thus, completely excluding
compensating tax from the analysis likely undervalues state revenue attributable to REPTC-certified
projects.
Table 7. State and Local Tax Impacts, 2005-2016
Total
Capital expenditure
$56.8 million
Operations and maintenance
$17.8 million
Total
$74.6 million

Annual average
$5,2 million
$1.6 million
$6.8 million

LIMITATIONS
Decisions about where to site commercial wind farms and solar installations are influenced by a
broad range of factors, including, but not limited to, land and development costs, access to
transmission, power purchase agreements, state Renewable Portfolio Standards, and other
government incentives. Thus, the estimated impacts produced by REPTC-certified generators
cannot be attributed solely to the REPTC. On the other hand, the 43 projects representing 2,126
MW of nameplate capacity currently on the REPTC waitlist are not included the current analysis.
The availability of REPTC is likely to have played at least a small role in the decision to develop
these projects in New Mexico. Excluding waitlist projects, many of which are feeding energy on to
the grid while waiting for credit funds to become available, reduces the estimated impacts of the
credit and therefore may underestimate its value as an incentive.
3

New Mexicans in the middle income quintile ($39,000-$45,000 annually) pay an estimated 9.9 percent of income in
state and local taxes, including state personal income tax, state and local gross receipts tax, local property taxes, and a
variety of selective excise taxes as well as corporate income and other taxes passed through from businesses to
consumers. See: Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy. Who Pays: A Distributional Analysis of the Tax Systems in All
Fifty States (fifth edition) 2015. http://www.itep.org/pdf/whopaysreport.pdf
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Conclusion
The results of this analysis suggest that New Mexico’s economy has benefitted from the state’s
investment in the Renewable Energy Production Tax Credit and other clean energy incentives. In
just over a decade, New Mexico has established a robust renewable energy generation sector with
enormous potential for growth. Clean power is a particularly wise investment for New Mexico
because it is export-oriented, returns revenue and jobs to rural communities, and capitalizes on
New Mexico’s most abundant resources -- wind, sun, and open space.
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